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THE OTTAWA GROUP REPORT ON SMALL ARMS, LIGHT WEAPONS (SALW)
AND NON-STATE ACTORS

November 7-8, 2000
Meeting in Bruxelles, Belgium

In Attendance: Wendy Cuier, Yvon Dandurand, Catriona Gourlay, Steve Lee, David

Meddings, Sarah Meek, Geraldine O'Callaghan, Sharon Riggle, and Bian Wood.

Apologies: Chris Smith, Paddy Rawlmnson

Note: Although tis document is presented as a true representation of the meeting held by The
Ottawa Group, the views contained herewith do flot necessarily reflect those of the entire group.
lIn addition, the group members acted in an individual capaciuy and their views do flot
necessarily reflect the policies of the departments they represent.

The Ottawa Group met to establish the issues to be addressed under the subject of SALW and
non-state actors, thereby providing the way to new and innovative approaches to methods of
control and elimination. While looking at the relationship between non-state actors and SALW,
the group concentrated on the complexity of the issue of access to weapons by both state and
non-state actors. This issue gave rise to various questions concerning the definition of non-state
actors, the creation of international norrns to deal with the transfer of weapons to international
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power structures - a recognition that hardly exists today because of the way in which

international relations are structured around the state.

The necessity to discuss non-state actors arises from the need to address how and why they are

normally excluded from regular discussions on SALW, the impact state-to-state transfers -

whether covert or overt - have on themn and their role in the "success" of international

conrimitmnents to certain causes. For example, some states have made it clear they will not sign

the Landmines Convention until opposition groups, i.e. non-state actors, in their country and

elsewhere agree to give up using anti-personnel landmines.' It is hard to deny that these

oppositional groups, or non-states actors, play a rote in international processes.

1. "The Problem"l

* What is the problemi we are trying to address?

" Wy do we want to restrict SALWaccess to non-state actors?

*What kind of trade and availability of SAL Wdo we consider harmful and to whom?

Govemments of all kinds tend to assume that international agreements have to take place

amongst and between states. This is because the state is and remnains the fundamental actor in

international relations. Beyond this, the level of analysis moves upwards, not down, to

international finance and political organisations, such as the International Monetary Fund and

United Nations. In an era of rapid globalisation and change, new levels of analysis are becomný

increasingly necessary because the state is becoming either bypassed or irrelevant. The examl

of SALW is especially intriguing in this respect. Over the past five years the SALW issue has

become one of the most important items on the international agenda. Currently, NOOs,

governiments and independent analysts are grappling with ways to address what is rapidly

hecc>miniz the most urgent security issue of the post-Cold War era, more global perhaps than e



One of the purposes of the Ottawa Group meeting was to raise questions that challenge the
assumptions and views that govemnments have regarding non-state actors. Ninety per cent of most
conflicts since World War Il have been intra-state, a fact that seems to be consciously neglected
by governiments currently creating norms to regulate the movement of SALW. Govemnments
must realise that conflicts continue to occur when one party is a non-state actor and such
conflicts cannot be dismissed. Communication with non-state actors as well as with states must
be part of normal processes in addressing the SALW issue.

Current advocacy and activity on and around the subject of SALW contains an implicit
assumption that non-state actors, in any given situation, lack legitimacy and just cause. This is
not always the case. There are many instances where the state lacks legitimacy, commits violence
against innocent people and abuses human rights and civil liberties. There are cases when
violent acts against the state can be considered acceptable. The Ottawa Ciroup does not agree
that state actors are always 'legitiniate' actors and non-state actors are always the opposite.

2. Deriion of Non-State Actors

* Wat is the definition of non-state actors?
* Wat is excludedfrom this definition rather than what is included?
* How do governments define non-state actors?
* Does the term non-state actors only apply to political actors ?
* Do we include brokers and traders as non-state actors?
* Wat about civilian possession ofSAL W?
* What about pnvate security andprivate military corporations?
* Wat dpflnpeç a leçitimfllp vprvwl. an ii)pcvjtimnh, ,wrm.Dli,, m~,,
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0 W"y do non-state actors emerge?
0 Are they a resuit offailed states / bad governance / corruption and mismanagement

among officiais?
a What creates the demand for non-state actors and the demand for SAL W?
* How do we deal with the ethical issue of uniformity of application when decisions made

by the international communily may be subjective and biassed?
a If we are not providing people with SALW what other means ofprotection are we

offering them?
a How can we make peoplefeel secure so they will be wiiling/able to give up their

weapons?
0 How can thte issues of good governance, justice and policyframed in human rights be

brought back into the discussion surrounding SAL W since thte lack of these issues leads to

the emergence of non-state actors?

Where a state is coninitting human rights violations and widespread, systemic abuses against its

people, an opposition group being subjected to these crimes, or acting on behaif of and with the

support of those that are, has a right to take up armns against their oppressor. However, the

involvement of outside governments in anning such opposition groups is problematie when one

cannot corne to terms with exactly what is meant by a crime that could justify taking up arms for



" Wen do you have the right to oppose?
* What are the existing international rights conventions which wouldprovide a basis for

these rights?

Lt needs to be made clear as to what the existing legisiation is and what conlmitments
governiments have already made so that policy makers may make their decisions based on these
responsibilities. Lt has been argued that where international norms are widely accepted, NATO
should hold responsibility for maintaining these nonins. This, however, becomes difficuit to
conceptualise when ail international commitments are flot taken into consideration.

Lt is a radical concept to think that the state has a monopoly over the means of violence, and if so,
does this mean an individual has recourse against the state for flot protecting him/her? Canada is
struggling with this very problem.
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The issue of policing should also be addressed when speaking of SALW since policing is a part
of governance. Civilians feel more secure with the existence of fair policing that may, in turn,
make themn more willmng to give up their weapons, depending upon why they they have been
acquired in the first place. The failure of civil policing ofien feeds into the rise of armed
opposition. There is a need for states to spend more resources on setting up civil policing, and to
acknowledge the need to separate policing as a social process from policing as force. This type of
training could become part of international assistance in a conflict zone orc a part of post-conflict
reconstruction.

Reconunendations:
> Set up a legal seminar ini Ottawa to create an expert legal teamn to agree on a text and

programn of work to deal with the issue of non-state actors and SALW. This should be
based on agreed international law.

> A code of conduct on SALW for state actors needs to be created, one that differs from the
European Union Code of Conduct by actually recognizing and adhering to international
law standards.

> Need to find out whether international responses exist for opposition groups that are not
armed. Why does the act of arming make themn legitimate enough for international action?

Additional questions
* What kind of trade is illicit?
* Why are we trying to control transfers to non-state actors?
* How cari we control transfers to non-state actors?
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